Technocracy*Rising:*The*Trojan*Horse*of*
Global&Transformation&–!Talking(Points"
The dark horse of the New World Order is not Communism, Socialism
or Fascism: It is Technocracy."

Author:(Patrick(M.(Wood,(2014(((
What(is(Technocracy?((
In a nutshell, Technocracy is a utopian economic system that started in the 1930s and that
discards price-based economics in favor of energy or resource-based economics. Technocrats
demanded that control over society be given to them instead of elected officials. It is key to
understand that it was an economic model designed to completely replace capitalism. Technocracy
would result in a totalitarian state, ending national sovereignty and personal liberty.

What(do(you(mean(by(“global(transformation”(
The three pillars of society – Economics, Politics and Religions – are being simultaneously
transformed into a state of Technocracy. Europe and China are already largely converted, and the
European Union is a good example. Both are run by unelected and unaccountable regulators who
exercise god-like control over their respective regions.

Who(is(responsible(for(this(transformation?(
The Trilateral Commission, its members and their globalist cronies are the principal drivers for
Technocracy. This is demonstrated by their key roles in creating Sustainable Development,
Agenda 21, the creation of the European Union and the restructuring of China into an economic
powerhouse.

Didn’t(you(write(about(the(Trilateral(Commission(and(Globalism(back(in(the(70s(and(80s?(
Yes. The late Antony Sutton and myself co-authored Trilaterals Over Washington, Volumes I and II,
in 1979, and wrote the monthly newsletter, Trilateral Observer, for several years. Sutton had been
a research fellow at Stanford University’s well-known Hoover Institution for War, Peace and
Revolution. Together, we were considered the de facto experts on Trilateral policies as they were
being implemented in the United States and around the world.

What(is(the(“green(economy”?(
This is the heartbeat of Technocracy – the U.N. defines it as a “decoupling of resource use from
economic growth”, which is actually an oxymoron, but is what is happening. Principles of
Sustainable Development now take precedence over traditional economic and political policies.
The pseudo-science of Sustainable Development affects every area of society and its functions.

How(is(government(being(“reinvented”?(
Traditional government based on geography and local control are being replaced by what early
Technocrats called “Functional Sequences.” The best modern examples of this include health care
(Obamacare), control over water (Army Corps of Engineers), land (Councils of Governments),
agricultural practices (Bureau of Land Management), education (Common Core), energy
(Department of Energy, Smart Grid), transportation (Metropolitan Planning Organizations),
emergency management (FEMA) and so on. This modern reinvention of government started in
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1993 when President Bill Clinton signed Executive Order 12862 formalizing the National
Performance Review, which was later renamed the National Partnership for Reinventing
Government.

What(is(Reflexive(Law(and(why(doesn’t(anyone(know(about(it?(
One legal journal stated, “there is no doubt that sustainable development needs new paradigms to
transform it from visionary rhetoric to a viable political goal.” Reflexive Law is a pseudo-legal
system designed to implement Sustainable Development, Agenda 21 policies, public-private
partnerships, regional government institutions, and so on. It is completely antithetical to hard law
and the Western concept of the Rule of Law. Writings on Reflexive Law have been limited to
professional legal journals, most of which originate in Germany.

What(does(Technocracy(have(to(do(with(the(creation(of(Smart(Grid?(
Two key requirements for Technocracy from the 1930s were: a) “Register on a continuous 24 hourper-day basis the total net conversion of energy” and 2) “By means of the registration of energy
converted and consumed, make possible a balanced load.” Smart Grid accomplishes this goal
perfectly by integrating all remotely-controlled home appliances into the utility grid. Thus, it provides
a means of complete control over the distribution and consumption of energy.

What(about(massive(surveillance(and(data(collection(by(the(government?(
Another specific requirement of early Technocracy was to “Provide specific registration of the
consumption of each individual, plus a record and description of the individual.” A “scientific
society’ cannot be run without comprehensive monitoring and control. The head of domestic
surveillance is the Director of National Intelligence, which was founded and organized by Trilateral
Commission member John Negroponte under President George Bush in 2005.

Was(Aldous(Huxley’s(book,(Brave&New&World,(speaking(about(Technocracy?(
Yes. Huxley wrote this book in 1932 at the very peak of Technocracy fever in the United States and
in Germany. It greatly inspired his belief that scientific dictatorship would result if the engineers and
scientists of Technocracy were ever to take control of society.

Is(Transhumanism(related(to(Technocracy?(
They are comparable to Siamese twins and both based on the philosophy of scientism.
Technocracy seeks to transform society. Transhumanism seeks to transform humanity that
comprises society. It is deeply religious in nature, seeking to use science to achieve immortality,
omniscience and omnipotence. Transhumans view this as creating “Humans 2.0” and have stated
openly that they have seized the reins of evolution to change the course of man’s future.

How(has(evangelical(Christianity(been(transformed(to(support(Technocracy?(
In 1984, the famed secular management consultant Peter Drucker teamed up with a rising
Christian management consultant, Bob Buford. Drucker taught technocratic principles to the
corporate world for decades before he introduced his beloved Communitarian philosophy to the
Christian world. This began the modern megachurch movement in America, laid the groundwork for
the “emerging church” movement, both based on principles of community organization run by
trained community organizers. In the process, churches were transformed from a historic church
model into a corporate business model. Megachurch giants Bill Hybels and Rick Warren were both
early Drucker disciples. Buford’s Leadership Network organization now influences tens of
thousands of churches all around the world. Others organizations like it have also sprung up.
Contact: pwood@augustforecast.com
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